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Abstract
Unied Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-purpose modeling lan-
guage in the eld of software engineering. The Unied Modeling Language includes a
set of graphic notation techniques to create visual models of object-oriented software-
intensive systems. In software engineering, a class diagram in the UML is a type of
static structure diagram that describes the structure of a system by showing the sys-
tem's classes, their attributes, operations (or methods), and the relationships among
the classes. The aim of my project is to develop a tool to estimate the cost of a soft-
ware using UML class diagram. This is achieved by converting UML class diagram to
XML(Extensible Markup Language) representation. XML is a markup language that
denes a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable
and machine-readable. By using the concept of class point approach, it calculates the
total number of adjusted class point by parsing the XML le. First step for devel-
opment of cost estimation tool requires understanding the concept of UML and XMI
(XML Metadata Interchange). XMI is an Object Management Group (OMG) stan-
dard for exchanging metadata information via Extensible Markup Language (XML).
The most common use of XMI is as an interchange format for UML models, although
it can also be used for serialization of models of other languages. Conversion of UML
class Diagram to XML representation using Magic Draw for parsing. Creating a XMI
parser to nd the NEM (Number of External Methods), NSR (Number of Service Re-
quested) and NOA (Number of Attributes) and the type of classes. Using class point
object oriented approach, calculate the eort required to develop a software system by
NEM, NSR and NOA. Information procession size estimation includes identication
and classication of classes, evaluation of complexity level of each class using 24 dif-
ferent type of drivers, estimation of the Total Unadjusted Class Point and estimation
of technical complexity factor estimation. After all these calculation we can calculate
Final class point evaluation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A survey says, almost one-third projects exceed their budget and is delivered late
and two-thirds of all projects overrun their original estimates. It is impossible for a
manager or system analyst to accurately predict the cost and eort required to de-
velop a software. Without accurate cost estimation capability, project managers can't
determine how much time and manpower the project should take and that means the
software portion of the project is out of control from its beginning.
It is dicult to understand and estimate a software product that cant be seen and
touched. Software grow and change when it is written. In project management, the
most challenging task is cost estimation. It is necessary to correctly estimate required
resources and schedules for software development projects. Software cost estimation
process includes the following:
 Estimation of the size of the software product to be produced
 Estimation of the eort required
 Development of preliminary project schedules
 Estimation of overall cost of the project
First step in any estimate is to understand and dene the system to be estimated.
A software is invisible, intractable, and intangible. It is inherently more dicult
to understand and estimate a product or process that cannot be seen and touched.
When hardware design is inadequate, or when it fails to perform, the solution is
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often attempted through changes to the software. Changes may occur late during the
development process, which results in unanticipated software growth. After twenty
years research, many software cost estimation methods are available like, estimation
by analogy, expert judgment method, algorithmic methods, bottom-up method, and
top-down method. No method is necessarily better or worse than the other, in fact,
their weaknesses and strengths are often complimentary. It is very important to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of every method when you want to estimate
your projects.
1.1 Top Down Approach
In top-down approach, breaking down the system to gain insight into its compositional
sub-systems. An overview of the system is formulated in this approach, specifying but
not detailing any rst-level subsystems. Each subsystem is again rened in greater
detail. Top-down estimating method is also named as Macro Model. Using this
method, an overall cost estimation for a project is derived using the global properties of
the software project, and then the project is divided into various low-level components.
Putnam model is developed using this approach. When global properties are known,
this method is most applicable for early cost estimation. In early phase of software
development, it is very useful because there are no detailed information available.
1.1.1 Putnam Model
The Putnam model is an empirical software eort estimation model. It describes the
time and eort required to nish a software project of specied size. It is one of the
earliest model developed, and is among the most widely used. It is very sensitive
to the development time: decreasing the development time can greatly increase the
person-months needed for development. Using Putnam model, SLIM [1] tool is de-
veloped.Man month required for development is given by the formula [2]:
Technical constant C= size B1=3  T 4=3
Total Person Months B=(1=T )4  (size=C)3
T= Required Development Time (in years)
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Size is estimated in LOC
Where,
C: A parameter determined on the basis of historical data of the past projects and
dependent on the development environment.
Rating: C=2,000 (poor), C=8000 (good) C=12,000 (excellent).
1.2 Bottom Up Approach
A bottom-up approach is the piecing together of systems to give rise to grander
systems. It emphasize mainly on coding and early testing, which begins as soon
as the rst module has been specied. This approach, runs the risk that modules
may be coded without having a clear idea of how they link to other parts of the
system, and such linking may not be as easy as rst thought. Main benet of the
bottom-up approach is re-usability of code. Using bottom-up estimating method,
cost of each software components is estimated and then combine all the results to
arrive at an estimated cost of overall project. It aims at constructing the estimate of
a system from the knowledge accumulated from the small software components and
their interactions. COCOMO model is developed using this approach.
1.2.1 COCOMO Model
The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) is an algorithmic software cost estimation
model. It is a regression model which uses basis regression formula with parameters
that are derived from historical project data and current as well as future project
characteristics. Software development eort is calculated in terms of program size by
COCOMO. Program size is estimated in thousands of source lines of code (SLOC).
COCOMO assumes that the system and software requirements have been dened
already, and that these requirements are stable.
The COCOMO model has a very simple form [3]:
MAN-MONTHS = K1  (ThousandsofDeliveredSourceInstructions)K2
Here K1 and K2 are two parameters dependent on the application and development
environment.
3
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In software project development, size evaluation is one of the main tasks with reliable
cost and eort estimations. To estimate the size of a software system several measures
have been dened so far. Some are as follows:
 Function point Approach
 Class Point Approach
2.1 FUNCTION POINT APPROACH
Function Point Analysis (FPA) [4] was developed by IBM in response to a number
of problems arising in measuring the size of system in terms of lines of codes. FPA
measures size of an application system in two areas: the specic user functionality
and the system characteristics. The specic user functionality, is the measurement
of functionality delivered by the application for user request. The ve function types
identied are: external output, external enquiries, external input, external interface
les and internal logical les. For each function identied as one of the ve function
types given, it is further classied as low, average or high and a weight is given to
each. The sum of weights tells about the size of information processing and is referred
as Unadjusted Function Points.
Function Point = (User Functionality) * (System Characteristics)
The general functionality of systems will be aected by some system characteristics.
To rate general functionalities of the system, fourteen general system characteristics
are identied. Degree of Inuence (DI) ranges from 0-5, from no inuence to strong
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inuence, is determined for each of the general system characteristics. The sum of
all these degree of inuence will in turn determine a Value Adjustment Factor for the
whole projects.
The product of the Value Adjustment Factor and Unadjusted Function Point gives
the size of the application expressed in term of Adjusted Function Point [5].
Adjusted Function Point = (UnadjustedFunctionPoint)(V alueAdjustmentFactor)
The important steps of Function Point Analysis are [6]:
 Determine the type of function point,
 Identify application boundary,
 Determine unadjusted function point,
 Determine value adjustment factor,
 Calculate nal adjusted function point.
2.1.1 Determine the type of function point count
FPA technique applies dierent formula while measuring size of system for software
development and maintenance. So, the type of function point count should be deter-
mined at the outset. Three types of function point counts [7]:
1. Enhancement project function point count
2. Development project function point count
3. Application function point count
2.1.2 Identify application boundry
An application boundary, which denes a system viewed by the users and determines
any interaction with other systems, should be determined rst so as to set up the
scope for the related functions to be identied.
5
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2.1.3 Determine the Unadjusted Function Point
The unadjusted function point reect the functionality of logical system provided to
the user. Five function types are used to determine unadjusted function point. Those
function points are:
 Internal Logical File (ILF)
 External Interface File (EIF)
 External Input (EI)
 External Output (EO)
 External Inquiry (EQ)
Each function type is assessed for its complexity (low, average or high) as follows:
 Depending on the number of le type referenced (FTR) and data element type
(DET), EI, EO and EQ are given complexity ratings; and
 Depending on number of record element types (RET) and data element types
(DET), EIF and ILF are given complexity rating [8].
2.1.4 Determine the Adjustment Factor Value
There are in total fourteen general system characteristics which account for the overall
inuences that will aect the complexity and size of the system to be provided to the
users. These include:
Table 2.1: Table for calculating complexity using Function Point
Function Type Complexity
LOW AVERAGE HIGH
External Input(EI) 3 4 6
External Output (EO) 4 5 7
External Inquiry (EQ) 3 4 6
External Interface File(EIF) 5 7 10
Internal Logical File (ILF) 7 10 15
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1. Data Communication
2. Distributed Processing
3. Performance
4. Heavily Used Conguration
5. Transaction Rate
6. On-line Data Entry
7. End-User Eciency
8. On-line Update
9. Complex Processing
10. Reusable Code
11. Installation Ease
12. Operational Ease
13. Multiple Sites
14. Ease of Change
Each general system characteristics vary from 0-5 to show its degree of inuence. The
values of DI represents:
1. 0 = No inuence when present
2. 1 = Insignicant inuence
3. 2 = Moderate inuence
4. 3 = Average inuence
5. 4 = Signicant inuence
6. 5 = Strong inuence
The DI factor will range from 0.65 to 1.35.
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2.1.5 Calculation of Final Adjusted Function Point
After determining the adjustment factor and unadjusted function points, the adjusted
function points, can be obtained by multiplying the two gures.
2.2 CLASS POINT APPROACH
Class Point approach provides a system level estimation of the size of Object Oriented
products. It has been derived by recasting the ideas underlying the function point
analysis within the Object Oriented paradigm and by suitably combining well-known
OO measures. The process of Class Point size estimation is composed of 3 main
phases, corresponding to analogous phases in function point approach. The following
steps shows how class point is calculated:
 Information procession size estimation
1. Identication and classication of class
2. Calculation of complexity level of each class
3. Calculating Total Unadjusted Class Points
 Estimation of Technical Complexity Factor(TCF)
 Final evaluation of Class Point
2.2.1 Identication and Classication of User Classes
In order to classify a class, four types of system component is dened which are named
as Problem Domain Type (PDT), Human Interaction Type (HIT), Data Management
Type (DMT) and Task Management Type (TMT).
2.2.2 Evaluation of a Class Complexity Level
Complexity level of each class is calculated using two approaches named as CP1 and
CP2. NEM, NSR and NOA are required to calculate CP1 and CP2 values. The
number of external methods (NEM) measures size of the interface of a class and is
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calculated by the number of locally dened public methods. The number of service
requested (NSR) provides measure of the interconnection of system components. The
number of attributes is an additional parameter. In CP1 we consider NEM and NSR
and in CP2 all the three are taken into account.
Table 2.2: Table Complexity level evaluation for CP1
0-4 NEM 5-8 NEM >=9 NEM
0-1 NSR LOW LOW AVERAGE
2-3 NSR LOW AVERAGE HIGH
>=4 NSR AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
Table 2.3: Table Complexity level evaluation for CP2
0-2 NSR 0-5 NOA 6-9 NOA >=10 NOA
0-4 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE
5-8 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH
>=9 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
3-4 NSR 0-4 NOA 5-8 NOA >=9 NOA
0-3 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE
4-7 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH
>=8 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
>=5 NSR 0-3 NOA 4-7 NOA >=8 NOA
0-2 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE
3-6 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH
>=7 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
2.2.3 Estimating the Total Unadjusted Class Point
Once the complexity of each class has been calculated, we can calculate Total Unad-
justed Class Point (TUCP). To calculate TUCP one needs to ll the TUCP table.
Each entry in the table expresses the weighted number of classes whose complexity
level and typology are given by the corresponding row and column [9].
TUCP =
4X
i=1
3X
j=1
WijAij
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Table 2.4: Table for calculating TUCP using Class Point
System Complexity Type Complexity
LOW AVERAGE HIGH
Problem Domain Type(PDT) ...*3 ...*6 ...*10
Human Interaction Type(HIT) ...*4 ...*7 ...*12
Data Management Type(DMT) ...*5 ...*8 ...*13
Task Management Type(TMT) ...*4 ...*6 ...*9
TUCP Total Unadjusted Class Point
2.2.4 Technical Complexity Factor Estimation
The technical complexity factor is calculated by assigning the degree of inuence
ranging from 0 to 5 that 18 general system characteristics have on application. The
sum of inuence degrees related to a general characteristics of a system form Total
Degree of Inuence (TDI). Now, TCF can be calculated using the formula:
TCF = 0.55 + 0.01 * TDI
2.2.5 Calculation of Adjusted Class Point
Adjusted class point can be calculated using the TUCP value and TCF value. The
formulae to calculate adjusted class point is:
ACP = TUCP * TCF
10
Chapter 3
Proposed Work
3.1 Concepts Used
3.1.1 UML Diagrams
Unied Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized, general-purpose modeling lan-
guage in the eld of software engineering. UML can be described as a general purpose
visual modeling language to construct, visualize, specify, and document a software sys-
tem. It is a pictorial language used to make software blue prints. There are two main
categories of diagrams and then they are again divided into sub-categories:
 Structural Diagram
 Behavioural Diagram
Structural Diagram
The structural diagrams represent the static aspect of system. The
static aspect represent those parts of a diagram which forms the main
structure and are therefore stable. Static parts are represents by ob-
jects, components, classes, interfaces, and nodes. The four structural
diagrams are:
 Class Diagram
 Object Diagram
 Component Diagram
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 Deployment Diagram
Behavioral Diagrams
Behavioral diagrams capture the dynamic aspect of system. Dy-
namic aspect can be further described as the changing parts of a system.
UML diagrams has the following ve types of behavioral diagrams:
 Use Case Diagram
 Collaboration Diagram
 Activity Diagram
 State Chart Diagram
 Sequence Diagram
Class Diagram
Class diagrams is the most common diagram used in UML. Class
diagram consists of interfaces, classes, collaboration and associations.
Class diagrams represent the object oriented view of system which is
static in nature. Active class is used in class diagram to represent con-
currency of the system. In class diagram every class member has a
visibility. Visibility are of dierent types like, + Public, - Private, '#'
Protected. Between two classes there exist a relationship. Aggrega-
tion, association and composition are types of relationship which exist
between classes.
3.2 Proposed Work
Development of a cost estimation tool using extended class point ap-
proach. The steps followed for the development of tool are shown in
gure 3.1 below
3.2.1 Draw UML class Diagram
UML class diagram shows dierent classes with their attributes, method
and the relationship between them. Example of UML class diagram is
shown in gure 3.2 below [10].
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Figure 3.1: Steps followed for calculation of ACP
Figure 3.2: Class Diagram
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3.2.2 Conversion of Class Diagram to XML representation
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language that de-
nes a set of rules for encoding a documents in a format that is both
machine-readable and human-readable. Several schema systems exist
to aid the denition of XML based languages and many application pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs) have been developed to aid software devel-
opers with processing XML data. Class diagram is converted to XML
representation using software like MagicDraw. The output generated
from MagicDraw shows all the class with its access modiers, number
of attributes, number of methods, and type of relationship which exist
between every class. A sample output obtained from MagicDraw for a
single class is represented like this as shown in gure 3.3 below.
{<packagedElement xmi:type='uml:Class' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363700997451_19172_3106' name='ATM'>
<generalization xmi:type='uml:Generalization' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701013010_817561_3148' general=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701003171_605450_3127'/>
<ownedAttribute xmi:type='uml:Property' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701110626_186107_3152' name=
'atmID' visibility='private'/>
<ownedAttribute xmi:type='uml:Property' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701139314_328886_3154' name=
'loc' visibility='private'/>
<ownedAttribute xmi:type='uml:Property' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701144158_731856_3156' name=
'state' visibility='private'/>
<ownedOperation xmi:type='uml:Operation' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701172398_685293_3161' name=
'shutdown' visibility='public'/>
<ownedOperation xmi:type='uml:Operation' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701177937_804194_3164' name=
'createsession' visibility='public'/>
<ownedOperation xmi:type='uml:Operation' xmi:id=
'_17_0_3_ef2031a_1363701182570_354796_3167' name=
'Login' visibility='public'/>
</packagedElement>
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Generalization represent the type of relation between classes, owne-
dAttribute represent the attribute of the class and ownedOperation
represent the methods of the class.
3.2.3 Parsing XML le
The XML le obtained from the class diagram is then parsed to get
the relevant information required for cost estimation using class point
approach. By parsing the XML le we get the type of class, relationship
between the class, NEM, NOA and NSR. The information obtained
from parsing is used to calculate the adjusted class point value using
CP1 or CP2 approach.
3.2.4 Calculation of Degree of Inuence (TDI)
The Adjustment Factor (AF) is calculated for the system using ap-
proach CP1 or CP2. In CP1 we consider 22 general system characteris-
tics and in CP2, twenty four general characteristics are considered. All
general system characteristics are assigned values ranging from 0 to 5
depending on how they inuence the system. It is decided according to
designers point of view. The DI values are:
 0 - No inuence or not present
 1 - Insignicant inuence
 2 - Moderate inuence
 3 - Average inuence
 4 - Signicant inuence
 5 - Strong inuence
After assigning degree of inuence values to all system characteristics
the AF is calculated. TDI is the sum of all degree of inuence values
of system characteristics.
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3.2.5 Calculation of Adjustment Factor
The AF value is dependent of the value of TDI and is calculated using
the formula:
AF = 0.55 + 0.01 * TDI
3.2.6 Evaluation of Class Complexity Level
In extended class point approach complexity level of each class is cal-
culated using same two approaches named as CP1 and CP2 as it was
in class point approach. The only dierence is that here we have di-
vided the complexity level into four i.e. Low, Average, High and Very.
All other process is same as in class point approach. The table for
complexity level evaluation is given below [11]
Table 3.1: Table Complexity level evaluation for CP1
0-4 NEM 5-8 NEM 9-12 NEM >=13 NEM
0-1 NSR LOW LOW AVERAGE HIGH
2-3 NSR LOW AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
4-5 NSR AVERAGE HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH
>=6 NSR HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH
Table 3.2: Table Complexity level evaluation for CP2
0-2 NSR 0-5 NOA 6-9 NOA 10-14 NOA >=15 NOA
0-4 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE HIGH
5-8 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
9-12 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH
>=13 NEM HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH
3-4 NSR 0-4 NOA 5-8 NOA 9-13 NOA >=14 NOA
0-3 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE HIGH
4-7 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
8-11 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH
>=12 NEM HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH
>=5 NSR 0-3 NOA 4-7 NOA 8-12 NOA >=13 NOA
0-2 NEM LOW LOW AVERAGE HIGH
3-6 NEM LOW AVERAGE HIGH HIGH
7-10 NEM AVERAGE HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH
>=11 NEM HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH
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3.2.7 Calculation of Total Unadjusted Class Point
Once the complexity of each class has been calculated, we can calculate
Total Unadjusted Class Point (TUCP). To calculate TUCP one needs
to ll the TUCP table. Each entry in the table expresses the weighted
number of classes whose complexity level and typology are given by the
corresponding row and column. Table 3.3 [12] shows how the TUCP is
calculated. TUCP is calculated using the formula:
TUCP =
4X
i=1
4X
j=1
WijAij
Table 3.3: Table for calculating TUCP using Extended Class Point
System Complexity Type Complexity
LOW AVERAGE HIGH VERY HIGH
Problem Domain Type(PDT) ...*3 ...*6 ...*10 ...*15
Human Interaction Type(HIT) ...*4 ...*7 ...*12 ...*19
Data Management Type(DMT) ...*5 ...*8 ...*13 ...*20
Task Management Type(TMT) ...*4 ...*6 ...*9 ...*13
TUCP Total Unadjusted Class Point
3.2.8 Calculation of Adjusted Class Point
Finally, after calculating TUCP value and AF value, we can calculate
the value of ACP. The formula for calculating ACP is:
ACP = TUCP * AF
After the ACP is calculated we can easily calculate the eort required
to develop the system/software. The methods through which we can
calculate the eort from ACP value are:
 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MRS)
 K Nearest Neighbor Regression (KNN)
 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
 Projection Pursuit Regression (PPR)
Through regression testing, eort required for development of software
is calculated [13].
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Figure 4.1: Login Form
Figure 4.2: Path of XML le
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Figure 4.3: Main Form
Figure 4.4: TDI Form
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Figure 4.5: Complexity Form
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Chapter 5
Simulation and Results
Applying regression technique over forty data sets [9] of CP1 and CP2.
The eort is calculated as shown in the below diagrams.
Figure 5.1 shows the relation between input data and eort calculated
using CP1 Approach.
Figure 5.2 shows the relation between input data and eort calculated
using CP2 Approach.
Figure 5.1: Fig. Eort Calculation Using CP1
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Figure 5.2: Fig. Eort Calculation Using CP2
Figure 5.3: Fig. Result obtained after regression
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The Extended Class Point Approach provides system-level size esti-
mation of Object Oriented product and from empirical validation, it
exhibits better performance than the Class Point Approach. Software
developed for class point calculation is simple to use. Calculating Ad-
justing Class Point value for large number of softwares using this tool,
compared the actual eort and the estimated eort using regression
analysis. Through the eort estimation, we can conclude that, how
much eort the project has used and then we can have a deeper knowl-
edge of developer teams professional skill level. Leaders of company
need this kind of data to manage the company and arrange tasks ac-
cording to the developer's professional skill.
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